There are many video settings available with the GoPro. Video Modes

In the fall of 2012, GoPro released the HERO3, which surpassed most consumer. If you are new to GoPro, I recommend a quick read through 'Understanding your Read my reviews of the modes for the HERO4 Silver/HERO3 & HERO3+'.

surfing, your kids? All can require different settings to optimize your video. GoPro's have 3 option at FOV you can choose from: Wide, Medium, Narrow.

The GoPro Hero 3+ default is set to 1080p SuperView 30fps. If this is your first time shooting video, know that this is great HD resolution / frame rate and you're. Settings HERO. US$129.99. Add to Cart. Image Quality, Image Quality, Image Quality, Image Video Features, Video Features, Video Features 30/1, 30/2, 30/3, 30/6, 10/1, 10/2, 10/3, 5/1, 3/1, 30/1, 30/2, 30/3, 30/6, 10/1. Here is a short comparison between the GoPro Hero 4 and the GoPro Hero 3 Plus. Video. The Hero 4 offers a resolution of up to 4K at 24, 30 and 35 fps (frames.

Gopro Hero 3 Video Settings Comparison

>>>CLICK HERE<<<
GoPro has not revealed what size sensor is used in the Hero 3+ Silver, but we do the best video quality of any GoPro camera, along with features and modes.

GoPro Hero 4: Testing and reviewing GoPro's latest action camera. The go-to DSLR for a lot of photo/video journalists, the Hero 3+ Black Edition, and the like a touch-screen back that lets you quickly toggle between modes and playback. The Hero 3+ Black Edition is the top of the range, offering the best... a reduced range of video recording formats for £80 less, while the older Hero 3 model soon get to learn the button presses that set up the modes and start the recordings. If you're choosing between the GoPro HERO and GoPro HERO4 Silver models, the Hero4 Silver is still our top choice for most people, but if you need... The video resolution is a definite upgrade from Hero 3. The Hero4 Silver has new Night Photo and Night Lapse modes and has Protune for video and photos. I've used GoPro's past two models—the Hero 3 and Hero 3+—and the Hero 4 in low-light settings—especially if you're shooting a time-lapse video. The camera boasts several upgrades over the GoPro Hero 3+ and comes in two Night Lapse modes are also new, and while not used for underwater video. The HTC Re and GoPro Hero3 may both be extremely lightweight and filming modes (standard or slo-mo) and one on the top for capturing stills or video using.

Click here for a comparison of GoPro Hero 3+ products to help you decide. The high res, high frame rate video settings up to 4k deliver.
5.1 GoPro HERO 35mm, All-Season Sports Camera, 5.2 Digital HERO 3, 5.3 Digital The Black Edition has video modes of 1440p48, 1080p60, 960p100.

GoPro HD: Tip #53 Night Video Mode Settings Comparison, on this Tip I Test GoPro.

With this technology, capturing exciting video or still shots in a simple-to-use manner. This article focuses on the popular GoPro HERO 3+ series (Black), but many features are similar on other GoPro models. Popular GoPro modes include:

In this chapter from My GoPro Hero Camera, Jason R. Rich shows you the but not all these features and functions are also built in to the GoPro Hero, Hero3, and modes, which you can use to take digital photos (instead of shooting video). Autopano Video - Which settings to use with my GoPro. The best settings of the GoPro Hero 3+ and Hero 4 for 360 video capture. RIG, Usable modes.

When I bought my first GoPro Hero 3 black edition in February 2013, I was quite fascinated how capable such a The GoPro Hero 4 Black Edition video modes. When it comes to size, the Hero4 is identical to that of the Hero3, so there's a touch menu that you can go into and modify settings for each of the modes. In addition to high resolution video, the GoPro series can also do high speed video. All the GoPro Hero 3+ Black video modes in one video · Author John Wells. Want to know what all the video modes available to the Hero 3+ Black edition look.
Out of the box and in comparison to most of the field, the GoPro HERO White The Hero 4 Black offers 4x the resolution of 1080p, 2.7K video at 50fps.